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MICHELA BRUNDU AND FABIO ROSSI 
Dip. di Scienze Matematiche, Piazzale Europa 1, 34100 Trieste, Italy 
In the context of graded structures, we give algorithms tocompute generalized standard bases 
of a given module and of the associated modules of syzygies, generalizing known results and 
applying them to some computational problems 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: first, to give a set up for various notions already 
present in the literature concerning computational algebra and algebraic geometry; 
secondly, to give applications of general facts to specific problems in this area. 
In particular, in Section 0 we set notations and recall known results (see Robbiano, 
1986; Buchberger, 1965), focussing on the notion of graded structure, introduced by 
Rob biano (1986), which generalizes and unifies different objects, like the polynomial ring 
as graded ring w.r.t, the usual degree or w.r.t, the monomial decomposition, the tangent 
cone to an algebraic variety, etc. 
In Section 1 we introduce the concept of reduction procedure in a graded structure, 
giving some properties, relevant from a computational point of view and generalizing result 
of Buchberger (1965; 1976; 1985), M6tler (1985), Mora & M611er (1986), concerning the 
polynomial case. 
In Section 2, we exhibit an algorithm to calculate generalized standard bases (i.e. 
particular system of generators of graded structures that in the 'classical' cases become 
either Gr6bner bases or Macaulay bases or standard bases, etc.). The notion of Gr/Sbner 
basis for submodules of free modules on the polynomial ring was introduced in 
Buchberger (1965) and in Mora & M611er (1986), but it had a poor description until now. 
We introduce a suitable graded structure on them and, hence, a notion of base; in 
addition our algorithm gives a way to compute the modules of syzygies and their 
generators, getting a free resolution of a chosen module. 
There are still many problems related to the effectiveness of this algorithm, which will 
be examined by the authors in successive papers. 
Finally, in Section 3, we study the quotients of graded structures and, in particular, the 
notion of  Gr6bner base for an ideal of a quotient of the polynomial ring, naturally 
arising in this context. 
In the second part of Section 3 we show that the Lazard's idea to find ~-standard 
bases (where ~ is the maximal ideal generated by all the variables of a polynomial ring) 
by the computation of a Gr6bner base of a suitable ideal, can be extended, under some 
assumption, to a graded structure. 
Using this fact we describe a constructive way to find /-standard bases of an ideal, 
where I is any ideal, possibly different from ~Jl, i.e. a way to find the tangent cone to a 
scheme in a point, possibly not closed. 
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O. Pre l iminar ies  
All rings are assumed to be commutative with identity. Let us describe some examples 
we will recall throughout his paper. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be a noetherian ring, I an ideal of A such that r~ P' = (0). 
We denote by Gt(A) the associated graded ring q) I"/I "+~ and, for x ~A, we denote by 
in(x) the class [x] ~["/I "+ 1, where n = el(x) = max{p [xeP} .  
So we get a map in: A ~ GI(A). For an ideal J of A, let us set in(J) = (in(x) I xeJ ) .  If 
{x~ . . . . .  x~}~J ,  we say that {x~ . . . . .  x~} is an I-standard base of J if in ( J )=  
( in(x0 . . . . .  in(x~)). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let k be a field P = k[Z~ . . . . .  X,,] and h: P ~ P[Zo] be the homogenization 
map defined by t f=  X~"gff(x~/Xo . . . . .  X,,/Xo), where deg f is the usual total degree of 
the polynomial f 
I f  J=( J ]  . . . . .  f,) is an ideal of P, denoting by hj the ideal ( i f  I f  e J), we say that 
{fl . . . . .  fr} is a Macaulay base of J if hj = (J~ . . . . .  ~[/;). i.e. if the intersection of the 
projective closures of  the hypersurfaces ( f --- 0) of A" is the projective closure of their 
affine intersection. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let P = k[X I . . . . .  X,,] and, fo r f~P  let MH( f )  be the homogeneous part of 
max imum degree o f f  So we get a map M~: P ~P and we define, for every ideal J of 
P, M~t( J )=(Mi~( f ) l fe J ) .  We say that {f~ . . . . .  f~}c J  is an H-base of Y if 
MH(J) = (MH(f l )  . . . .  , MH(f~)), i.e. if the points at infinity of the affine algebraic variety 
V(J) are points at infinity of each {f- = 0}. 
EXAMPLE 4 Let P = k[Xl . . . . .  X,,] and T = {terms or monic monomials of P}. T is a 
semigroup and the map log: T~ 7/" defined by log(X~, . . .  X~,,,) = (a , , . . . ,  a,) induces a 
semigroup isomorphism T z N". 
Every total ordering on 7/" compatible with its group structure, or, shortly, every group 
ordering (g.o.) on 7/" induces a semigroup ordering on N" and hence on T. 
We say that a g.o. < on 7/" is a term-ordering (t.o.) if N" ~ (7/")+, where (7/")+ is the 
set of elements of 7/" which are non negative w.r.t. <.  
So a g.o. on 7/" is a t.o. if and only if for every (al . . . . .  a,)eT/": ai>>.O for 
i = 1 . . . . .  n =~ (a, . . . .  , a,,) f> (0 . . . . .  0) in the given ordering, or if and only if for every 
xA = X~' . . .  X~"eT, X A >1 1. 
We can think of k[X~ . . . .  , X,] as a graded ring 
p=| 
A ~ Z n 
where /~A = { cXA I c ~k} is a k-vector space of dimension l, when A e N"; {0} otherwise. 
Let us define a map M: P~/~ by M(f )  =cAX A, where X A is the maximum term of 
f ,  w.r.t, the fixed t.o. <. 
I f  J = ( f l , . . .  ,J;) is an ideal of P, denoting by M( J )= (M( f ) ] f~ J ) ,  we say that 
{fl . . . . .  fr} is a Gr6bner base of J if M(J) = (M(~)  . . . . .  M(f~)). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let P and/3 be as before and < be a t.o. on 7/". We define a map L: P --*P 
by L( f )  = c,~X '4, where X A is the least term o f f ,  w.r.t, the fixed t.o. <. With obvious 
notations, we say that {fl . . . .  ,f~} is an L-base of J if L(J) = (L(Ji) . . . . .  L(~)). 
Let us recall known results linking together some of these notions. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let J be an ideal of P. Then {Ji . . . . .  fr} is a Macaulay base of J if and 
only if it is an H-base 03" J. 
DEFINITION. We say that a t.o. < on 2~" is compatible with the usual degree or homo- 
geneous if, for every X A, XaeT, deg(X A) > deg(X s) =~ X "~ > X s, i.e. for A = (a~ . . . . .  a,), 
~=(b, . . . . .  b . )~" ,  ]AI-= Za~> I~I=Zb,=~ A > B. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let J = ( f , . . . . .  Jr) be an ideal of P and < be a homogeneous t.o. on ~_". 
Then: 
(1) I f  {fl . . . . .  Jr} is a Grdbner base of J, then it is an H-base of J 
(2) I f  {fl . . . . .  Jr} is an L-base of J, then it is an ~ll-standard base of J, where 
9Jl = (X,  . . . . .  X . )  ~ P.  
DEFINITION. A graded structure 9.1 is a quintuple (A, F, v, G, F), where A is a ring, 
(F, <)  is a totally ordered group, v: A -- (0) ~F  is a function, G is a F-graded ring, i.e. 
G = @ r~r G~, F: A --+ G is a function, all these data satisfying nine axioms A~ . . . . .  A9 (see 
Robbiano, 1986; Section I). 
Without writing them, let us just remark that they describe v as a valuation and F as 
a "leading term" map, such that F(a) lies in the part of degree v(a) of G and F is a 
surjective on the homogeneous elements of G. 
An ~2[-module 93l is a quintuple (M,F,w, T,O), where M is an A-module, 
w: M -- (0) ~ F is a function, T is a F-graded G-module, i.e. T = @~v Tr, q~: M ~ T is 
a function, all these data satisfying nine axioms M~ . . . . .  M9 (see Robbiano, 1986). 
Let 93l = (M, F, w, T, ~) and 93l' = (M', F, w', T', O') be two 9.l-modules. 
An ~2[-morphism from 991 to S0l' is a couple (2, A), where 2: M ~M'  is an A-module 
homomorphism and A: T--.T" is a graded G-module homomorphism such that 
w'(2(m)) ~< w(m), for every m ~M such that 2(m) :~ 0 and 
{~'(2(m)) if w'(2(m))=w(m) 
A(~(m)) = if w'(2(m)) <w(m) or 2(m) =0 
Then the 9A-modules and 9.I-morphisms give rise to a category, denoted by ffi,~. 
DEFINITION. Afiltered structure 9~* is a triple (A, F, -~A), where A is a ring, (F, <)  is a 
totally ordered group, -~A = {FrA }r~r is a filtration i.e. F~A are additive subgroups of A 
such that F,/A ~ F./ A if7 < 7' and FrA . Fr, A c__ F~,+~,,A ; furthermore for every a ~A - (0), 
there exists a minimum 't such that aeF~A. 
With obvious notations, 92/* = (M, F, ~z-M) will denote an 9.I* module. 
A homomorphism of A-modules 2: M~M" is an 9.l-morphism from 9Jl to ~01" if 
2(FrM) ~= F~,M' for every 7~F. 
We denote the category of 9.I*-modules and 9.I*-morphisms by qi~t,. 
It is possible to get a filtered structure 9.1" over A, from a graded structure 9.1, defining 
a filtration by F~A = {a ~A [ v(a) <~ ~}. 
Conversely, given ~*= (A, F, ~'A) it is possible to define a graded structure over 
A setting v(a)=min{?laEF~,A } for every aeA--(O) and G= (~rGr ,  where 
G r = (F~,A)/Ur.<,, (F;,.A). 
Furthermore, there exists a category equivalence between (fi,~ and (~,2~* (see Robbiano, 
1986 thrn. 1.2). 
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DEFINITION. A graded structure ~21~ is called noetherian if both A and G are noetherian 
rings. An ~I-module 9Jl is called finitely generated (f.g.) if both M and T are f.g. modules 
over A and G, respectively. 
DEFINITION. Let 9.I and ~3l be as usual. For every set {nh . . . . .  m~} c M - (0), setting 
w~= w(mi), we define ~(wl , . . . ,  Wr)=(A~,F,W +, (~ ,G( -w~) ,  F+), where A" is the 
free module of rank r over A, w+: A~- (0)~F is defined by w+(al . . . . .  at )= 
max{v(a;) +ws[a  sva0}, F+: Ar-~ (~ g G( __ w,.) is defined by F+(al . . . . .  a~) = 
(P (a0  . . . . .  ,e(a,.)), 
0 if a~=0 or v(a i )+wi<w+(a l  . . . . .  at) 
where if(a,) = F(ai ) if v(ai) + wi = w+(al . . . . .  a,.). 
So there exists a canonical morphism (2, A): 2(wj . . . . .  w~) ~93l, where 2:Ar -~M 
sends (at . . . . .  ar) to ~,. a~mi and A: (~,  G( - wi) ~ T sends (el . . . .  , C~r) to ~,  ~irb(rnl). 
Let us notice that, if M is generated by {m~ . . . . .  mr}, then (2, A) is the first step of a 
presentation of ~ .  
We say that an 9.l-module 93~ is finite fi'ee if it is isomorphic to an ~I-module 
'~(W 1 . . . . .  Wr)- 
DEFINITION. Let ~/I be a graded noetherian structure, 93l be a f.g. module and 
m~ . . . . .  m~M-(0) .  We say that {ml . . . . .  nlr} is a generalized standard base of  931 
(g.s.b.) if every element m of M - (0) can be written by 
m =~.aimi, where a,~A and w(m) >~v(at) +w(mi) for every i such that ai r  
We say that { rnt , . . . ,  mr} is a standard set of flJ~ if T is generated by q~(m0 . . . . .  ~(mr) 
as G-module. (see Mora, preprint). 
THEOREM 3. In the previous notation, consider the following conditions: 
(i) {mj . . . . .  mr} is a g.s.b, of 9J~ 
(ii) {m l. . . . .  mr} is a standard set of~l .  
Then (i) =,, (ii) and, if ~lJl is a Krull module, they are equivalent (Robbiano, 1986, thm. 
3.1). (We will not give the definition of Krull module, which is really technical. Anyway 
since it generalizes in some way the Krull intersection theorem, it is satisfied in many 
examples.) 
REMARK 4. Almost all the above examples are graded structures. 
EXAMPLE |. ~ = (A, ~_, - -vl ,  G, in), where 7/ has the usual ordering and G,, = (Gj(A))_,,, 
is a graded structure. Here we need to use --v~ instead of vt to satisfy the axioms 
AI . . . . .  Ag. In fact A 7 says: v(a +b) ~Max{v(a),v(b)}, while the relation 
vl(a + b) ~ Min{vl(a), vl(b )} holds. 
Now, if J is an ideal of A, the structure ~ induced on J by ~, putting F~J = F~A n J, 
is obviously ~ = (J, Z, -vz, in(J), in). 
So and I-standard base of J is a standard set for the 9.I-submodule ~. Let us remark 
that both ~ and ,~ are negatively graded structures. 
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EXAMPLE 2. 9.i = (P, 77, deg, P[Xo], h), where 77 has the usual ordering, is not a graded 
structure since X'o is not in Ira(h), as it is required by the axiom A.3. 
EXAMPLE 3. N = (P, 
ideal d is a g.s.b, for 
EXAMPLE 4. N = (P, 
bases for ideals of P 
7/, deg, P, ME) is a positively graded structure and an H-base for an 
the associated structure 3. 
7/=, log(M(-)) , /~,  M) is a positively graded structure and Gr6bner 
are g.s.b, for the induced substructure of N. 
EXAMPLE 5. N= (.P, ~" , - log(L ( - - ) ) , /~ ,  L) is a negatively graded structure and the 
notions of L-base of an ideal of P and standard set for the associated structure coincide. 
REMARK 5. Let us remark that all the structures above are noetherian; so every 
substructure is a f.g. N-module. 
Furthermore the structures in Ex. 3 and 4 are Krull structures. 
The structure N in Ex. 1 is a Krull structure if A is local (see Robbiano, 1986); with 
a similar argument one can prove that it is still Krull if I is contained in the Jacobson 
radical of A. 
DEFINITION. Let F and A be two ordered groups and Nr= (A,F, vv, G(F),F(F)), 
Na = (A, A, va, G(A), F(A)) be two graded structures over the same ring A. If  c~: F-+A is 
an ordered group homomorphism such that cffvv(a)) = va(a) for every a, then the triple 
9 ~r = (Nv, Na, c~) is called a double structure. The definition ofsC=-modules JG = (9}It-, ~a)  
is the natural one. 
In this case, one can consider the ordering on F to be a refinement of A. 
Let us recall some results about orderings. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let N = (A, F, v, G, F) be a noetherian structure. Then: 
(a) F ~ Z" for a suitable n; 
(b) F~ = Im v generates a finitely generated semigroup of F (see Robbiano, 1986, 
proposition 1.3). 
PROPOSITION 7. Let < be a group ordering on 7/". 
( i ) I f  F c (7,)+ u {0} is a finitely generated sub-semigroup of77", then F is well-ordered. 
(ii) Let ul . . . . .  u, be elements of -~" and F1 . . . . .  F, be a finitely generated sub- 
semigroups of Y_". I f  each F i is well-ordered, then E = Ui (ue + G) is well-ordered. 
PROOF. (i) By Robbiano (1986), corollary 2.6. (ii) Obvious. 
DEFINITION. Let 9,1 be as before. We say that N is a positively graded structure if 
F~ ~ F + = {? eF  ] ? >/0} and we write F~ >f 0. We say that a graded N-module 9J/ 
is well-ordered (resp. term-ordered or positively graded) if F~ is well-ordered (resp. 
F~ t> 0). 
COROLLARY 8. Let 9.1 be a noetherian structure. 
(i) I f  F~ >t 0, then F~ is well-ordered. 
(ii) I f  9Jl is a finite N-module and F~ is well-ordered, then F~ is well-ordered. 
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PROOF. (i) By proposit ion 7, (i). (ii) I f  u~, . . . ,  u, are the degrees of the generators of 
93l, then 9~ is a quotient of  the free 9.I-module E(u~ . . . . .  u,). So F0(~)  =c 
F~ . . . . .  u,)) = ~i(u i  + F~ and we are done by prop. 7, (ii). 
In the case A = k[X, . . . . .  X,], F = ~", and v( f )  = log(max term o f f )  (see Example 4), 
well-ordered =~ 9.I term-ordered. In a general structure, this may be false. 
EXAMPLE 9. Let A = k[X]/(X z) ~ k (~ B, where B is the k-vector space generated by ~. 
Let v: A ~Z be such that v(c) = O, v(c,Y) = - 1, v(b + cJ() = 0 for every b, csk  - (0). 
Let us consider the associated graded structure ~ where Z has the usual ordering. Here 
F~ {0, --1}, which is well-ordered, but F~162 F+. Let us remark that A has nilpotent 
elements. 
REMARK 10. Let ~---- (A . . . .  ) be a well-ordered structure such that A is reduced. Then 
is term-ordered. In fact, let us assume there exists ~ eF  ~ ~ < 0; then let us consider 
asA such that v(a) = ~. Since A is reduced a" ~ 0 for every n and since v is a valuation, 
v(a,,+ 1) ~< v(a) + v(a ~) for every n. Therefore the sequence ~,, = v(a") is strictly decreasing, 
and it is a contradiction, being F ~ well-ordered. 
REMARK 1 I. F~ I> 0 does not imply that F~ f> 0, since the generators of M as 
A-module  can have valuations negative "enough".  
1. Reduction Procedure 
1.1. F IRST  CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  GENERAL IZED STANDARD BASES 
Let 9 /= (A, F, v, G, F) be a graded structure and ~ = (M, F, w, T, ~) be an 9.I-module. 
Let us start with a technical result we will need in this section. 
$ 
Let {bl . . . . .  bs} c M - (0) and m = ~l  aibi, al~A, (al . . . . .  a~,) r (0 . . . . .  0). 
Moreover,  we set I=  {1 . . . . .  s} and I '=  {i~I/v(ai) +wi=p},  where /2 = 
max{v(al) + wi/ar r 0} and w; = w(bl). 
PROPOSITION 1.1.1. In the above notation ~'r F(a~)ff~(bt) = 0 if and only if  either m = 0 or 
w(m) < l.t. 
PROOF. Let (2, A): E(wl . . . . .  w~.) ~ be the morph ism associated to {b I . . . . .  b~.}; then, 
by definition r  . . . . .  a,) =-P(a~) . . . . .  P(as,)) (see Section 0). 
Furthermore 
A(O+(a,  . . . . .  a~)) = ~ F(a~)~b(bf) and m = )~(a  I . . . .  , as.). 
1' 
I f  ~rF(a3r assuming m :~0 and w(m)=/~, we get w(2(a I. . . . .  a,)) =# = 
w+(al  . . . . .  a~) and so A(~+(at  . . . . .  as)) = O(2(aj . . . .  , as)); hence 0 = r contradic- 
tion. 
Conversely,  if m =0,  the thesis easily holds. If  m #0 and w(m)<#,  then 
w(2(al . . . . .  as)) < w+(a l , . . . ,  a~) and so A(*+(a l  . . . .  , at)) = 0. 
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DEFINITION. Let m and m' be in M, m ~ 0, and B be a finite subset of M - {0} we say 
that m reduces to m' modulo B and we write m -W" m' if there exist b~, . . . ,  b~ in B and 
a~ . . . . .  a.~ in A such that 
(i) m" = m - ~'i agbi, a~b~ 0 for all i; 
(ii) @(m) = ~,i F(a~)@(bz); 
(iii) w(m) = v(ai) + w(b~) for all i. 
LEMMA 1.1.2. I f  m ~ 0 andre --~ m', then either m'=0,  or w(m') < w(m). 
PROOF. Let us remark that ~.z a~bi ~ 0, by proposition 1.1.1. It is enough to show that 
q~(m) = ~(~ a~bi). Let I" = {ieI/w(a~bi) = v(al) + w(b~) = w(m)}. We have: 0 r q~(m) = 
~rF(a~)Cb(b~)=~l,.rb(a~b~), then, by proposition 1.1.1., ~r,a~bir So q)(m)= 
a,b,) = 
NOTATION. We denote by "-g~*" the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation 
THEOREM 1.1.3. Let mcM-(O) .  I f  m-~*O then there exist b~ . . . . .  b,. in B and 
a~, . . . , a~ in A such that 
s 
(i) m = ~',1 a~bl, agb~  0 for all i; 
(ii) w(m) >i v(ai) + w(bi) for all i. 
PROOF. By assumption, there exist ml . . . . .  m,, such that 
m --~ ml -K, m2 -.-~ . . . -~m, , _ l , -~mn=O,  
Let us prove the theorem by induction on n. The case n = 1 is obvious. Now let n > 1. 
Then m --g* ml ~ 0, so ml = m - ~i  cibi, where cjb~ ~ 0 and w(m) >~ v(ci) + w(bi) for all i 
and by lemma 1.1.2, w(m) > w(mO. Since m 1 "W* 0 by the inductive hypothesis, ml = 
~j  ~bj, where djbj r 0 and w(mt) >/v(dj) + w(bi) for all j. Then, with obvious notations: 
m = Z c,b, + Z 4bJ = 2 ahb,, 
I d Ju l  
and also (ii) is easily verified. 
COROLLARY 1.1.4. I f  for every mEM,  m -T*  O, then B is a g.s.b, for ~Jl. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.5. Let F~ be well-ordered. Then, for each m sM-  (0), there exists 
(at least) an element redB(m)eM such that: 
(i) m -~ * reds(m); 
(ii) either redB(m) = 0 or ~(redB(m)) r sB). 
PROOF. If ~(m)r let us set redB(m)=m. Otherwise q~(m)=}".~c~i~(bi), 
ei~(b,.) r 0, for suitable bi's in B and homogeneous c~;'s in G. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume w(m) = deg(c 0 + deg ~(bi), for all i. 
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Let {al . . . . .  a.~} be a fixed lifting of  {el . . . . .  cq.}. Setting rn 1 = m-  X a~b~, we have 
m --~ ml. Then, if ml # 0, w(nh) < w(m). 
In this case, either eO(rnO(s(*(b)/b~B ) (and so rn~ =reds(m)) ,  or we can repeat the 
procedure on rn~, getting some m2. I f  m2 # 0, w(m2) < w(ml), and so on. Since F~ is 
well-ordered, the sequence of {w(m,)} must be finite. 
THEOREM t.1.6. Let us assume that F~ is well-ordered. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) B is a g.s.b, for  ~IR; 
(ii) for every rnsM,  m --~* O. 
PROOF. It is a consequence of corollary 1.1.4, theorem 3, and proposition 1.1.5. 
1.2. SECOND CHARACTERIZATION OF GENERALIZED STANDARD BASES 
Let 9.I, ~0l and B = {bl . . . . .  b,} be as before and let us assume ~ is noetherian. Setting 
w~ = w(b3 for all i, we denote as usual by (2, A): ~(B)=-~(wl  . . . .  , w,,) --. ~IJ~ the mor- 
phism associated to B, where A: (~G( -w3- - *T  is a homomorphism of  F-graded 
G-modules. 
So ker A is finitely generated; if it is non zero, let {L(1) , . . . ,  L (k~} be a system of 
homogeneous generators of  ker A and fi,. = degree of L (r Hence L c') (l~ ~ ,co~ 
where l}") e G~,_ wj. 
There exist e~)eA such that F(e}O)=l~ , so v(ey) )=6t -w j .  Setting E m= 
(e~  . . . . .  e},O), we have w+(E u)) = 6 i and F+(E (i)) ----L u). 
We will always assume to fix, for each B c M, a basis {L (l) . . . . .  L (k~} of ker A and a 
lifting {E (1) . . . . .  E (x)} which satisfies the above conditions. 
DEFINITION. We call S-set of  B the k-uple S(B)=(E  (~ . B . . . .  , E (k) . B), where 
E u~ . B = e~O bl + '  9 9 + e}[ ~ . b,, = 2(EU~). 
REMARK 1.2.1. The definition of  S-set is the natural generalization of  the notion of 
S-polynomial. In fact, when 9A = ~X, A = k[Xl . . . . .  X,,] and the graduation is given by the 
monomial decomposition (see Example 4, Section 0), if B = {f, g}, then ker A is generated 
by the element L = (l~,/2) = (1.c .m.(M(f) ,  M(g) ) /M( f ) ,  - -1 .c .m.(M( f ) ,  M(g)) /M(g)) ,  
where M( - )  denotes the leading term. In this case, taking e i~ l i  as lifting, 
S(B) = {It f+  12g} coincides with the S-polynomial o f f  and g. 
The aim of this section is to characterize the g.s.b, in terms of  S-sets. 
More precisely, we will prove that it is sufficient that x - -~* 0 just for the x's which 
belong to S(B) to verify that B is a g.s.b. 
LEMMA 1.2.2. Let  9.I be a noetherian structure and g)l be any 9.I-module. Let B = 
{b 1 . . . . .  b , ,}cM- (0) .  Setting I={1 . . . . .  n}, let m=~,a lb l#O,  a t~A.  Let us 
assume: 
(i) w(m) < max{v(a,.) + wi/i ~ L at ~ 0} = y, 
(ii) for every x e S(B), x ~*  0. 
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' . ,  ' ~A such that m =~.za;b~ and Then there exist a~, . .  a,, 
(iii) max{v(a;) + wi/i  ~ L a~ # 0} < 7. 
PI~oov, Let us consider (2, A): 53(B)= ~(w~ . . . . .  w,) ~gx .  Let us fix a homogeneous 
system of generators {Lci) . . . .  , L ~e)} of kerA  and a lifting {Em . . . . .  E~)}, as before. 
Since w(2(a~ . . . . .  a,,)) = w(m) < ? = w+(a~ . . . . .  a,,), we have 0 = A(O+(a~ . . . .  , a,,)) = 
F(at)O(b~) +. . .+  ~(a,)O(b,) ,  where if(a3 is either 0 or F(a3 if, respectively, either 
v(ai) + w; < y or v(ai) + w~ = 7. 
Then (F(a~) . . . . .  F(a,,)) e ker A - (0) and is homogeneous of degree 7. 
Without  loss of generality, we may assume that (F(a~) . . . . .  F(a,,)) = 
fl~L m +.  9 9 + fl,L "~ for some t ~< k, where fl~L u) ~ 0 and fl~ are homogeneous in G, o f  
degree ~ - 6~. 
So ff(al) ~ ~. ~jl~ j ,  . . . . .  .if(a,,) = f ~jl~/) .  
I 1 
Let c I . . . . .  ct e A such that F(ci) = fl~ for all i, and let us set 
t t 
a~ x" ceu~ , a,, = Z c,e~/~ ~/ ,  .I I ~' - "  
I 1 
and a* = at - 8i. 
So, denoting by J=  { l , . . . ,  t}, we have 
I I I I t \ J  ] I J 
To  prove the lemma it is enough to show that: 
(a) either a* = 0 or v(a*) < 7 - wi; 
(b) either E (./) . B = 0 or w(E cn . B) < 6j. 
In  fact, assuming this, we get that m is splittable in two sums, the first one fulfilling (iii) 
by the claim (a). 
Furthermore,  by (ii), if E U) . B v~0, then E (jl . B- - -F*  O. Then, by theorem 1.1.3, 
there exist a subset Hj of  I and suitable 8's in A such that E (j) . B = ZHj  ct~J)bh and 
w(E U) . B) >~ v(6(h j)) + wh for all h ~ Hi. 
By claim (b), v(fi~/)) < 6j - wh. So the second sum appearing in m is ~ ,  c j (~, ,  dU)bh) 
, (]) "'J 
and the coefficients of  the bi s are bounded by max{v(cj) + V(~h" )} < ~' -- 6.1- + 5j L Wh = 
7 -- Wh. Hence also the second sum fulfils (iii) by (a). Now let us hint of the proof  of  (a) 
and (b): 
(a) For each i, v(al) + wi <. 7. I f  v(a3 + w~ = y, then F(a~) = i~(a~) = E'I ~fl~J)" Further-  
more t,(cje~ J)) ~< v(cj) + v(e~ -n) = ? - wi. It is easy to verify that ~; = ~s  eJ el J) is such 
that v(~i) = y - wi = v(a3 and F(~3 = F(al). Hence either a* = a~ - at = 0 or  
v(a* )<V-w i. On the other hand, if a i=O or v(a l )+w~<7,  O=.P(a3 = 
~j  F(ci)F(e~J)), so also Y. F(cj)F(e~ j)) =0,  where the sum is on the j ' s  such that 
v(cj) +v(e~ ,n) ~7 -w i .  Then, by proposition 1.1.1, we get (a). 
(b) Since 0 = A(LCJ)) = ~tF(e~J) )O(b3 and v(e~ j)) + w i = 6i, if e~ .n # 0, by proposit ion 
1.1.1 either ~ ' /e [  i). bi = 0 or w(~, I el -i) . b3 < 6i. 
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THEOREM 1.2.3. Let 91 be noetherian and F~ be well-ordered; let 9Jl be a fg .  9.I-module 
and B = {bt . . . .  , b,,} be a system of  non zero generators of  M. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) B is a g.s.b, of  9Jl; 
(ii) for  every x e S(B), x - -~*  O. 
PROOF. (i) ~ (ii) by thin. 1.1.6. (ii) =~ (i) We want to show that, for every m ~ M -- (0), 
we can write m = ~z a~bi where a; ~ A and w(m) >1 v(a3 + w(b3, for all i such that a~ # 0. 
Since B generates M, we can write m -~ ~i  a~b, 
If it happens that w(m) < max{v(a;) + w~/i ~ I, a~ g: 0} = Yo, then by lemma 1.2.2, there 
exist at ~ . . . . .  a~n 1)~ A such that m = ~1 a~l}bi and max{v(a~ l)) + w;} = ~1 "~ ~o. 
If w(m) < ~, we can apply again the lemma, getting a sequence ~0 > ~ >.  9 of  elements 
of F~ which is well-ordered since F~ is so (see cor. 8). Hence there exist s ~ t~ 
such that w(m) >~ y~ and m = ~z a~'~bf" 
2. Algorithms 
2.1. EFFECTIVE STRUCTURES 
T. Mora (1988) introduced the notion of effective structure. 
Let 9 /=(A ,  F,v, G,F)  be a graded noetherian effective structure and 
931 = (M, F, w, T, ~) be an 9,Lmodule. 
DEFINITION. We say that 9J/is effective ifi 
(E~) M, F, T are effective; 
(E2) w and 9 are computable functions; 
(E3) for each ct s T, ~ homogeneous, it is possible to compute m eM such that *(m) = ~; 
(E4) if a, a~ . . . . .  0~,, ~ T -  (0) are homogeneous, i( is possible to decide whether ~ is in 
the submodule G(a~ . . . . .  ~,,) and, if so, to compute homogeneous g; e G such that 
o: = E g,ai, g,a~ v ~ O, deg(a) = deg(g:) + deg(at) for all i; 
(E5) for each finite set B c M it is possible to compute a finite homogeneous basis of 
ker As, where ()~B, As): ~(B) ~ !13l. 
EXAMPLES. The graded structures in Ex. 1, 3, 4, 5 Section 0, are all effective. Other 
examples of effective structures (in the "Gr6bner" situation) can be found for instance in 
M611er (1985). 
Throughout his section, we will assume that N and 93l are effective. 
ALGORITHM 2.1.1. Let B = {b~ . . . . .  b,,} ~ M-(O) ,n  f>2, and Bt = {bj . . . . .  b,}, t ~<n. 
We can canonically embed ker As, in ker As, + ~, adding zeros in the last coordinates. In 
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particular the following algorithm produces a homogeneous basis L of ker As containing 
a base LB, of ker AB, for all t ~ n. 
t ,= l; 
Compute Ls, (By Es); 
L ,= LB,; 
While t < n do 
Compute  LB, + ~ (By Es); 
L ' ,=  {(l, . . . . .  l ,+,) e LB,+, I/,+,-~o}; 
L ,=L  k..) L' ;  
t~=t + t; 
ALGORITHM 2.12. Let F~ be w.o. and B = {b~ . . . . .  b,} c M- (0 ) .  The following 
procedure gives, for any m ~ M-  (0), an element redB(m) in M, fulfilling the proper-  
ties in prop. 1.I.5. Moreover,  if rede(m) -~m, we get also suitable a:'s in A such that  
m- -Za jb~+redB(m) ;  if we have such representation, we will write repB(m ) = 
(a l  . . . . .  a,,). 
m',=m;  
For i := 1 . . . . .  n do 
air=0;  
While m'  ~a 0 and ~(m' )  E (~(bl) . . . . .  q~(b,,)) do 
Compute c~ . . . . .  c,, ~ A such that ~(m')  = I2 F(cj)~(b~) 
m':= m" -- ~ Gb i; 
for i ,= 1 . . . . .  n do 
a i ~= a i + Ci; 
reds(m) ,= m';  
reps(m) .'= (a I . . . . .  a,). 
w(m') = v(c3 + w(b~) or c~ = 0 
F(ci)O(bi) = 0 ~ ci = 0; 
REMARK 2.l.3. If m ~ reds(m), then w(m) >t v(a~) + w(b~) for each i; if, in addition, 
redo(m) r 0, then w(m) > w(reda(m)). 
2.2. COMPUTATION OF GENERALIZED STANDARD BASES 
In this section both ~ and ~0~ are effective and well-ordered, and ~9l is f.g.; in this case 
if B is a finite subset of M - (0) then S(B) = (E O) . B , . . . ,  E (k) . B) is computable. 
ALGORITHM 2.2.2. Let B '= {b l , . . . ,  b,} be a system of  generators of M. The following 
algorithm produces elements b,, + ~ . . . . .  br such that B = {bl . . . . .  b,, b, + j . . . .  , br) is a 
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generalized standard base for 9Jl. 
t ,=n;  
C,==B'; 
Compute  Lc, (By Algor ithm 2.1.1); 
L ".= Lc,; 
S,=q~; 
While L # q~ do 
Choose (ll . . . . .  lt) ~ L and E = (el . . . . .  e3 where F(ei) = l: 
L ,=L  - {(/t . . . . .  1,)}; 
x ,=etb l  + '.  9 + e,b,; 
y ,= redc,(X); 
(at . . . . .  a,) ;= repc , (X) ;  
a i  :--" el  ~ a : ;  
I f  y = 0 then E(x) ,= (at . . . . .  a,); 
s ,=s  ~, {(a, . . . . .  a , )};  
else at+l ,=- - l ;  
E(x) ,=  (a~, . . . ,  a ,+  ,); 
s ,=s  ~ {(a, . . . . .  a,+ ,)};  
b, + I :=Y; 
C,+ ~,= {bt . . . . .  b,+ ~}; 
Compute Lc,+, (By s 
L ' ,=  {(l ,  . . . . .  l ,+ , )  uLc ,+,  11,+, =AO}; 
L ,=L  w L'; 
t ,=t  + 1; 
B ,= C, 
Since T is f.g. over a noetherian ring, the algorithm stops. Furthermore x --y-** 0 for 
every x in S(B), so B is a g.s.b, by theorem 1.2.3. 
REMARK 2.2.3. For  each x ~S(C,), the algorithm 2.2.2 produces also the element 
E(x) = (aj . . . . .  a,.) of  ker 2B which arises from E(x) = (~t~ j  . . . . .  a~ ./)) ~ s adding i" - t 
zeros at the end. 
In the next section, we prove that these elements are a g.s.b, for the first syzygies 
module ker 2B of  B w.r.t, a suitable graded structure on it. 
2.3. MODULES OF SYZYGIES 
Let P = k[Xt , . . . ,  X,,], T be the set of  all terms of  P and < be a t.o. on T (see Example 
4, Section 0). I f  P" denotes the free module of rank r over P, the set Tr of the " terms"  
of  p r  is {(0 . . . . .  0, ~oj, 0 . . . . .  0)/q~j ~ T}. 
So T r can be identified either with T x {1 . . . . .  r} or with M" x {1 . . . . .  r}. 
I f  w = (cp~, . . . ,  q~), ~o,. ~ T, it is possible to define a t.o. <~, on T~, called the t.o. 
induced by < and w by setting (~, i) <,,, (fl, j )  ~:~ ~qh < flq~/or ~q~i = fl~Pi and i < j .  (see, 
for instance, Mora  & M611er, 1986; Bayer, 1982). 
Let J = (gt . . . . .  g,,) be an ideal of  P; a generalization of Buchberger's algorithm gives 
further elements g ,+ t . . . .  , g~ such that {gl . . . . .  g,,, g ,+ l . . . . .  gr} is a Gr6bner  basis of 
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J and also produces a Gr6bner basis {~0./1 <<,i<j <~ r} for K = Syzt(g~ . . . . .  gr) ~ P~ 
w.r,t, the t.o. on Tr induced by < and w = (M(gt) , . .  9 M(g~)) ( to find the definitions and 
properties ee Mora & M611er, 1986; Spear, 1977; Trinks, 1978; Zacharias, 1978). 
We will prove that, in the context of graded structures, the G-base {~} is a g.s.b, for 
a suitable graded structure on K (see also Remark 2.2.3). The aim of this section is to 
describe this structure and to show that the alg. 2.2.2 is a good generaIization o f  the 
polynomial  situation. 
REMARK 2.3.1. Let od and 93/be as usual, B = {b~ . . . . .  b,} ~ M-  (0), wi = w(bi). The 
m0rphism associated to B is (2, A): ~(B) ~ ~IJt, where ~(B) = (A", F, w +, @~G(-  w~), @+) 
(see Section 0). Let us consider the diagram 
2 
0- - *K  ~ A ~ -o M 
0 ~ H --* @,G( -w~)  ~ T 
where K = ker 2 = Syz ' (b~, . . . ,  b,) and H = ker A = Syz~(@(bl) . . . . .  @(b,)). 
Of  course the graded structure on K induced by ~(B) is (K, F, w~, H, @+):=Rer(B);  
unfortunately, a g.s.b, for this structure becomes, in the polynomial case described at the 
beginning of this section, a T-base (see Mora & M611er, 1986). The suitable structure is 
slightly more complicated and will be described later (see theorem 2.3.4.e), in which it is 
denoted by ~r,). 
DEFINITION--PRoPOSITION 2.3.2. Let ~I be as before. Let F~ = F @ 7: with the following 
group ordering: (7, i) < r~(6,j) "r < 6 or ? = 6 and i <j, where ~ has the usual ordering. 
Furthermore, defining vr,: A --, F~ by vr,(a) = (v(a), 0); G(F,)(.:. o = Gr /f  i = 0 and {0} 
otherwise; G(F~) = @ r~ G(F~)(~. i~ and Fr-~: A --+ G(F~) by Fr,(a) = F(a), we get a graded 
structure 9~r~ = (A, Fl, vr~, G(F~), Fv). 
Moreover, i f  p: F~ ~ F is the.first projection, then ~r = (9-Ir~, ~,  p) is a double structure 
on A. (see Section O) 
DEFINITION--PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let 9Jl be an 9.I-module, as usual, and B = {bl . . . .  , b,} 
be a basis of M, w1 = w(bi). We denote by 9I(B)r ' = (A", FI, Wrt, T(FI), ~r,)  the foIlow#1g 
9Jr,-structure on A": Wrl(a 1 . . . . .  a,,) = (w +(at, . . . , a,,), i-), where 7=max{i  = 1 . . . . .  n/ 
v(at) + w~=w+(ai . . . . .  a,,)}, T(FI)(~.;) =G~._,,,g /f 1 <<.i <<.n and {0} otherwise; 
qbr,(a I . . . . .  a,,) = 0 zf (al . . . . .  a,,) = (0 . . . .  ,0) and F(ar) otherwise. The couple 
(9I(B)F,, ~(B)) is an ~r on A". 
THEOREM 2.3.4. Let 2I and .~ be as above and B' = {bj . . . . .  b,,} be a basis for M. Let us 
extend B' to a g.s.b. B = {b~ . . . . .  b . . . . . . .  br} by the algor. 2.2.2, which produces also the 
elements {ff~(x) lx~S(B ) }. Let {L (1) . . . .  , L (k)) be the homogeneous basis of  H = ker AB as 
in Rink. 2.1.1. Now let us f ix an element x(:)=e~:)bl  +.  9 .+e~:)br in S(B), denote 
Et-/),= E(x ~:)) and set t = max{i = 1 . . . . .  r/e~J)r 0}. Then we have the following facts: 
(a) w+(E "~-i)) = deg L ~-/) = v(el. j)) + wi for all i such that e~ j) ~ 0; 
(b) F+(ff~ ~,/~) -~ L(/~ for a l l j  = I . . . .  , k; 
(c) denoting by Rv~ the 9.ir~-structure on K= ker 2B, induced by 9"t(B)r~, we have 
wr,(ff~ :)) = (deg L ~j), t) and @r~(/~ I-/)) = F(e~:)); 
(d) {ff.(J~ . . . .  , ffJ~)} is a g.s.b, for Rr-t and also for Rer(B). 
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PROOF. The parts (a), (b), (c) easily follow from the previous algorithms. (d) Keeping 
the usual notation ~v~ = (K, Ft, Wr,, Oft(K), Or,). 
Since the "Krull-type property" holds for Rr,, it is enough to show that q~r,(K) is 
generated by {Orj(E(1)), . . . .  Or~t'~(k))}. 
Writing the homogeneous components of Or,(K), one can check that these are 
generated by elements like F(e~J)), then we are done by (c). The last part of the statement 
follows from proposition'4.6 (Robbiano, 1986) (it will be recalled in proposition 3.2.1) 
and from the fact that (Rr,, Rer(B)) is a double structure. 
Let us remark that we can define, by recursion, a structure 9211, ' on A, for every neN, 
starting from ~[ro = 9-Iv and the ~r,-module 9~(B)r,, starting from a module ~0l and a set 
B. It is easy to see that, if we start from an effective structure, we produce, in this way, 
only effective structures. Applying the previous algorithms, we get the following result: 
PROPOSITION 2.3.5. Let F = F0, F~ . . . . .  F,,, 9A = 9.Iv, ~0l = ~0l r be as usual. 
(i) I f  B" is a basis of  M, the algorithm 2.2.2 produces a g.s.b. B = Br, of ~JJlr (where 
IBr,[ = r~) and a g.s.b. {J~]J)}l ~j~r .~ of ~tr, ~- (ker 2 (1), F l . . . .  ), where 2('): Ar'--~ M. 
(ii) I f  n > 1, starting from a g.s.b. {E~)-,)}, ~J~r,, of Rr~ ,, t, he algor. 2.2.2 produces a 
g.s.b. {E},JJ}I ~<s.<~, +t of Rr. = (ker 2 ~ F . . . . .  ), where 2 ( ): A ~,, .-~A ~,,-t is the nth 
boundary of this free resohttion of M. 
3. Applications 
3.1. QUOTIENTS OF GRADED STRUCTURES 
The aim of this section is to define a Gr/ibner base for an ideal of a quotient of  a 
polynomial ring and to compute such bases. 
Let P = k[.t~rl  . . . . .  .e~n] , T be the set of all terms of P and log: T-* 7/" he as usual We 
will identify T and Im( log)= N". 
Given an ideal I of P, the problem to determine a "canonical" base of the k-vector 
space P/ I  was solved by Buehberger: 
THEOREM 3.1.1. (Buchberger, 1965) Let us f ix a t.o. <in Z"; denoting by N( I )= T - -  
(T ~ M(I)),  the set {[x] rood I /x ~N(I) } is a base of P / I  as k-vector space. 
Furthermore Buchberger's algorithm to compute Gr6bner bases allows one to find, 
given [ f ]  in P/I, a canonical representative of If]. 
In fact there exists R = P and a computable map a: P--* R such that g ( f )  is the unique 
element of R such that f=--or(f) mod I and 0, I~R. 
Since Buchberger's reduction "--~*" is confluent (this means: i f f - -~* f "  and f - -~* f ' ,  
then there exists f ~ such that f  _~. fo  andf '  ---~.*f~), if B is a Gr6bner base for / ,  then 
for every f~P,  there exists a unique irreducible lement g such that f - -~*  g = redB(f). 
So, the set of all canonical representatives is R = {gsP/g irreducible}. 
Now let t5 ____ P/I; setting z = {M(cr(f))/feP}, z can be regarded as a subset of T; let log: 
z--* iN" be the restriction of the map "log". 
REMARK 3.1,2. 
(1) The maps g: P -oN",  where g([ f ] )~- i -~(M(a( f ) ) )  
g([f])  ~ M(cr(f))  are well-defined; 
and g: P~z ,  where 
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(2) x --- T- (T~M( I ) ) ;  
(3) the map g: P - -*P  induces a map .~r P/ I~P/M( I )  
3~r([f]) = [M(a( f ) ) ] ;  so, by 2), IQ([J '])= 0. ,~[ f ]  =0.  
defined by 
It is easily checked that 9~ = (/~, F, ~, P/M(I), ~r) is a graded structure and an 
H-module, where 92 = (P, F, v, P, M) (as in Section 0, Ex. 4). P/M(I)  is canonically 
graded over 7/" = F, setting for A eN ", (P/M(I)),~ -- the k-vector space generated by X "~, 
if X~M(1) ,  or (0), if X'~sM(I). 
PROPOSITION 3.1.3. Let 9.i be as above, 9~ = (M, F, w, T, r be a Krull module and 
9l = (N, F, WN, S, #N) be a submoduIe. 
Then the quotient 992/91 exists and has the following form: (if'[, F, v~, iP,~), where: 
~=M/N,  ~: ~?-(0)--,F is defined by #([x])=min{w(y)/[y]=[x]}, T=T/S  and 
~: 34 ~ T is defined by qg([x]) = [qb(y)], where y is such that Ix] = [y] and w(y) = #([x]). 
PROOF. The existence of 93//9l follows from Prop. 1.4 (Robbiano, 1986). The last part  of 
the statement easily follows from the construction of the equivalence between the 
categories qS,~ and t5,~. (see Section 0), recalling that 91 is a submodule of ~ if N 
is a submodule of M and FvN = (FvM) caN, for all yeF. 
THEOREM 3.1.4. Let 9.I, 9Ol and 91 be as above and assume ~0l is a Krull module. Let 
B = {ml . . . . .  m~} be a g.s.b, of~IR. Then/~ = {[ml] . . . . .  [mr]}, where [m;] is the class of m, 
in M/N,  is' a g.s.b, for 9Jl/91. 
PROOF. Let [x]~M/N - (0) and y e M such that [y] = [x] and w(y) = #([x)]. Since B is a 
g.s.b, of  M, there exist al . . . . .  a~ in A such that y = ~ta~m~ and w(y) >~ v(a+) + w(m~), for 
every i such that a; r 0. Hence 
[x] = [y] = ~. ai[mi] and #([x]) >~ v(ai) + w(mi) >>- v(at) + ~([mi]) .  
i 
REMARK 3.1.5. Let 9.I and ~ as in Rink. 3.1.2; if ,~ is the graded structure induced by 
9i on the ideal I, then ~I = ~/,~. 
Since the description of terms and valuations in P/ I  can be set up in the category (5~r, 
the following definition arises in a natural way: 
DEFINITION. Let J ~ a r be two ideals of  P. We say that {[f~] . . . . .  [fp] } is a Gr6bner base 
for J / I  as ideal of P/ I  if it is a g.s.b, for the graded structure ~/,~ = ( J / I , . . . ) .  
REMARK 3.1.6. By thm. 3.1.4, we can find a Gr6bner base for J / I  just computing a 
Gr/Sbner base {fl . . . . .  fp} for J and taking the elements redn( f0 , . . , ,  reda(fp), where B 
is a GrSbner base of  1; these are canonical representatives for [fl] . . . .  , [f~], which are a 
Gr/Sbner base for J /L 
3.2. GENERALIZED LAZARD'S ALGORITHM 
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. (Robbiano, 1986, proposition 4.6) Let d==(~r ,  91~,a) be a 
double structure over a ring A and v//~ = (9"Jl r, 9J~) be a finitely generated sl,-module. I f  
{n./1 . . . . .  mr} is a g.s.b. Jbr 9Jl r, then it is a g.s.b..for 9J~. 
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REMARK 3.2.2. If A =k[X~ . . . . .  X,], F=Z" ,  A=Z,  <r  is a homogeneous term- 
ordering on F and c~: FoA is defined by c~(al,. . . ,  a,,) --- ~ a~, then: 
( l )  denoting by c/I v and 9.Ia the two structures described in Section 0, Remark 4 
(3 and 4 respectively), it turns out that (9~ r, 9&,, 00 is a double structure. 
So the fact that every Gr6bner base is an H-base, with a suitable term-ordering 
(Section 0, prop. 2) is an obvious corollary of prop. 3.2.l. 
(2) Denoting by 9k r and 9.I~ the two structures defined in (Section 0, Remark 4 
and 1 respectively), where the ideal I is 93t = (X~ . . . . .  X,,), it is easy to verify that 
(9,Iv, 9.I~ cQ is a double structure. It is well-known that an L-base is also an 
9)I-standard base; to prove this one cannot use Proposition 3.2.1 since an L-base 
is not a g.s.b, for 9i A. We will give a proof in a slightly more general setting in 3.3. 
It is well-known that, in the case of L-bases, the Buchberger algorithm does not 
necessarily converge. 
Lazard's algorithm (Lazard, 1983) uses a homogenization map from k[Xi . . . .  X,,I to 
k[J(o . . . .  X,,] to do computations in this new ring, in which the order of the terms is really 
a suitable term-ordering; of course, since k[Xi . . . .  X,,] is already a graded ring itself, the 
homogenization makes sense. 
Another approach to do computations in G,~(P) is to start from a local ring A, e.g. 
A = P~. In this case Mora (1982) was able to find an L-base of an ideal I, following the 
hint of the Buchberger algorithm but avoiding the possibility of infinitely many steps. 
The two above algorithms are not tricks: they use some intrinsic properties of the rings 
they deal with, which guarantee the finiteness of the computation, not fulfilled in an 
arbitrary negatively graded structure. 
We will show that it is quite natural to set up the Lazard construction i side the theory 
of graded structures, assuming some "good properties". 
DEFINITION. Let A = @~r  A~, be a F-graded ring (F an ordered group). We can 
consider the quintuple Ar=(A ,  F, vr, A, Fr), where for every asA --(0), if 
a = a~, + 9 9 9 + a~,p is the F-homogeneous decomposition and y~ < r '/2 < r " ' " < r Yp, then 
vr: A -- (0) --* F is defined by vr(a):=`/m and Fr: A --*A is defined by Fr(a),=arp. 
Then A r is a graded structure and we will say that it is the special graded structure 
(s.g.s.) associated to A. 
DEFIN IT ION,  Let ~ be a double structure over a ring A, where c~: F~Z is an ordered 
group homomorphism. We say that d~ is a special double structure (s.d.s.) if 
~ -- (At, ~z,  c0, where Ar is the s.g.s, over A. We say that d~ is a very special double 
structure (v.s.d.s.) if .~'~ = (Ar, Ag, e), where Ar and Az are both s.g.s, over A. 
EXAMPLES. Let A =k[X~ . . . .  , X,,] be a polynomial ring. The double structures in 
Remark 3.2.2, (1) and (2) are both v.s.d.s. 
REMARK 3.2.3. Let A = (~r A~ be a r-graded ring and c~: F ~ ~ be any ordered group 
homomorphism, Then A is also a Z-graded ring, writing A = (~)a jAa  and 
Aa = @ ~(~)=~ A~. and (At, Ag, e) is  a v.s.d.s. 
Now we introduce a polynomial structure associated to a special double structure and 
the homogenization procedure. 
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DEFINITION. Let sr =(Ar ,  CYl[x,~) be a s.d.s, over A and 19=F@E with the total 
ordering < defined by (~,, n) < (7', n') ~ c~(),) + n < c~(~') + n' or c~(7) + n = ~(y') + n' 
and 7 >r  7'. Then 19 is an ordered group and the polynomial ring A[t] is naturally 
19-graded via A[t] =@o~eA[t]o, where A[t]o={at~la~A is F-homogeneous and 
( -vr (a) ,  i) = 0}. We will denote by A[t]o the s.g.s. (A[t], t9, v~, A[t], F*) associated to 
A[t] w.r.t, the 19-degree. 
DEFINITION. Let o~r = (Av, ~I~, c 0 be a s.d.s, over A and/3:19 = F~2~:~ be defined 
by/3(~/, n) = c~(),) + n. Since/3 is an ordered group homomorphism, by Remark 3.2,3, A[t] 
is a 19-graded ring and also a ;E-graded ring. We will denote by s~r162 the v.s.g.s. 
(A[t]o, A[t]~,/3), where a[t]~ = (A[t], ~, vL A[t], F~:). 
REMARK 3.2.4. If yeA is a 2~-homogeneous then v*(yr ' )=( -Vr( t ) ,s )  and v*(y t ' )=  
- v~(y)  + s. 
DEFINITION. Let ,~'= = (Ar, 9I~, a) be a s.d.s., M[/lt~ = (A[t]| A[tl~, fl) the associated 
v.s.d.s.. We define the dehomogenization morphism a: A[t] ~ A via a(p(t)) = p(1A) and the 
homogenization map h: A ~ A[t] in the following way: for every xaA,  let x = x0 + 9 ' ' + x~ 
by the Y-homogeneous decomposition, i.e. x~eA,~,, d~Eg, do<'"  <dr. Let us define 
h(x) = x o + xlt"  +" 9 9 + xrt jr, where i I = dl - do . . . . .  ir = d, - do. 
In this way h(x) is Z-homogeneous in A[t] of degree -d0. It is easy to verify that the 
following properties hold: 
PROPOSITION 3.2.5.  
(1) For every x in A, a(h(x)) = x. 
(2) For every g(t) ~--homogeneous in el[t]: a(F*(g(t))) = Fr.(a(g(t))). 
(3) I f  x=Y',~xlJl in A, then there exist n, n I . . . . .  nr~lN such that 
~; t",h(x,)h(J;.). 
t "h (x )= 
Let us consider the following situation: let s~', =(Av,~lz, e) be a s.d.s, and 
,~,'[r = (A[t]o, A[t]~,/~) be as above. 
Let J = (f~ . . . . . .  L )  be an ideal of A and ] = (h(f~) . . . . .  h(fp)) c A[t]. 
With obvious notations J~  = (~r, ,3z, ct) denotes the corresponding substructure of sr 
induced on J and j/~ --- (,~| ,~,/3) is the substructure of sI[,L]t~ induced on J. 
THEOREM 3.2.6. /f{z~ . . . . .  z~.} is a standard set of ~| and the z~'s are Y_-homogeneous in 
A[t], then {a(zl) . . . . .  a(z3 } is a standard set for 3r'. 
PROOF. Let us recall that ~| = (j, 19, v~,, F*(J), F*). By assumption, F*(J)  = 
(F*(zO . . . . .  F;(z,)). We have to show that Fr(J) = (Fr(a(zO) . . . . .  Fv(a(z,))). Let x e J, 
so x =~ixi.s By prop. 3.2.5, 3), there exist n,n~ . . . . .  np~N such that t "h (x )= 
~., t",h(xi)h(f). So F*(t"h(x)) ~ F* ( ] )  i.e. t"F*(h(x)) = ~j yiF*(zi), for suitable Ys EA[t], 
so a(t"F;(h(x))) = a(~" y/F*(zi) ) = ~ia(y/)a(F;(zi)). But h(x), zti . . . .  z, are Y-homoge- 
neous, so by prop. 3.215, 1) and 2) We have Fr(:r = Fr(a(h(x))) = ~/a(yj)Fr(a(zi)) 
REMARK 3.2.7. Now the problem is: how to construct a st. set for ~o whose elements are 
Z-homogeneous? Since ~d[/]/~ is a v.s.d.s, o,?e = (~o, ~, /3)  is a f.g. module on it and 
,~-- - j~,  i.e. it is a s.g.s., our problem can be stated in the following situation: 
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~&~ = (Ar, A~, ~) is a noetherian v.s.d.s, and J'[~ = (~0~ r, Me) is a f.g. ~r Me 
special module on the A-module M, which is Z-graded. 
THEOREM 3.2.8. With the above notations, let {m~ . . . . .  mr} be a ~_-homogeneous system 
of  generators of  M. Assume that F~ is well-ordered. Then, applying the algorithm 2.2.2 
to {rot . . . . .  mr}, we get a g.s.b, o f  gJt v whose elements are 77-homogeneous in M. 
PROOF. It is easy to prove this fact, reading carefully the steps of the algorithm. Let us 
remark just the key points. 
(i) In the following commutative diagram the second row is a sequence of F-graded 
A-modules: 
), 
0~K ~ A ~ ~ M 
O~ H ~ G iA( -w3 ~ T r 
where w~ = wr(m~) and 2, A are as in Section 0. Then it is possible to choose 
a lifting in A ~, via q~+, of any F homogeneous element of H, such that its 
components are Z-homogeneous in A. 
(ii) In this way, if the elements of B are Z-homogeneous in M, then the elements of 
S(B) are Z-homogeneous in M. 
(iii) Let xsM,  B={b l  . . . . .  b,,},b~eM, and x, b j , . . . ,b , ,  be Z-homogeneous. If
x - -~*  x', then x' is Z-homogeneous in M. 
THEOREM 3.2.9. Let d,  = (Arl ~e, c~) be a noetherian effective s.d.s, and let us assume 
that (Ker ct) c~ F~ = (0) and F~ ~< 0. 
Let J = (.fj . . . . .  fp) be an ideal o f  A and J~ = (3r, 3l ,  c~) be the induced structure of  J. 
The following procedure give rise a standard set for J r :  
(1) Homogenize the elements {J] . . . . . .  fp}; let (h(f0, 9 9  h(fp)) -- J ideal o f  Aft]. 
(2) Compute a Z-homogeneous g.s.b., say {z I . . . . .  zs}, of~o,  the substructure of A[t]o 
induced on J, starting from the generators {h(fl),  9  h(fp)}. 
(3) Dehomogenize zl, . 9 9 , z.~., getting {a(z0 . . . . .  a(z,)}, which is a standard set for J r .  
PROOF. Step 2. The computation can be done with the algorithm 2.2.2.: since F~ ~ 0 
and (Ker c~) n F~ = (0) then A[t]o is an effective positively graded structure, therefore 
it is well-ordered. Furthermore, if we start from Z-homogeneous generators of a v, by thin. 
3.2.8 we get a Z-homogeneous g.s.b, of ,~| Step 3 follows from theorem 3.2.6. 
3.3. / -STANDARD BASES 
The aim of this section is to give a constructive procedure furnishing an /-standard 
base for an ideal K of a polynomial ring with coefficients in a field. This is well-known 
when I is the ideal generated by the variables. 
The problem is then the following: let P = k[Xl . . . . .  X,,], I = (gl . . . . .  g.,.) and K be any 
ideal of P. Let ~3 = (P, Z, -v~, Gt(P), in/) be the associated graded structure (Ex. 1, 
Section 0) and R = (K, Z, --vl, in~(K), inl) its substructure. 
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Let us recall that the notion o f / - s tandard  base of K and standard set of R are 
equivalent. Let us consider the following commutative diagram 
~t 
0 "-*L ~P[T~ . . . . .  Tj --+ P ~0 
O~L ~ J ~ K~O 
where n(T~)=g~ and rc(a)=a, for each a in P; L=ker~=(g , - -T t  . . . . .  g~-T~) ;  
J = rc - ~(K). 
Sett ing A = P[TI,  9  T.,] and ~ = (T 1 . . . . .  T~) = A, we can define a valuation on A 
re=- -v~:  A~Z and an ~initial form" F~=m~:  A~G,~(A).  So 9 /~=(A,  Z, v~, 
G~(A),  F,~) is a graded structure. Let ~=( J ,  Y-, re, Fz(J),F~) and ~ = 
(L, 7/, vz, F~(L), F~) be induced substructures on J and L, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.1. With the previous notations: 
(i) ~[~/9.~ exists and is isomorphic to 9~; 
(ii) ~j./~2~ exists and is isomorphic to R; 
(iii) (/" {m, . . . . .  mr}, is a standard set for 3~, then {tilt . . . . .  trip}, with rfit e J /L  ~ K, is 
an 1-standard base of K. 
PROOF. 
(i) The valued filtration on A induced by vz is F , ,A  = 0"R"; so the induced filtered 
structure on L is F , ,L  =gJ~"c~L. Therefore {F , (A /L )}  is the /-fi ltration on 
P _~A/L. 
(ii) Analogous. 
(iii) Let A be the 9Jl-adic completion of A. Mora in Mora (1988, Part I) defines, 
starting from 9Az, a graded structure 93 on 4.  It is easy to see that 9~ is just the 
structure (A, Z , - -v ,~^,  G~^(A), in~^) (as in example 1, Section 0). He shows 
also that (under some assumptions on F ~ which are here fulfilled) B is a standard 
set of 9/z if and only if B is a standard set of  9/. Since 93/" ~ rad(.~) (Atiyah & 
Macdonald,  1969, prop. 10.15), 93 is Krull (Remark 5, Section 0). Hence each 
substructure of  ~ is Krull and the quotients of substructures of o3 are defined. 
In particular a g.s.b, of ~ projects on a g.s.b, of ~/~, by thin. 3.1.4. It is easy to 
prove, using ii), that .~/~. ~ ~, where R is the structure on g = I-adic completion 
on K. From being {m~ . . . . .  rap} a st. set for ~z, we get it is a st. set also for ,~. 
But ,3 is Krull, then {m~ . . . . .  rap} is a g.s.b, for 5; so {rh, . . . . .  r~p} is a g.s.b, for 
-~/~.  Therefore {~fi~ . . . . .  trip} is a standard set for R, i.e., it is an / - s tandard  
base of K. 
In this way we have reduced ourselves to find a st. set for ~z, i.e. an 93~ = 
(TI . . . . .  T.,) - st. base for J = (K, gl - Tl . . . . .  g.,. - Ts) in A = P[TI . . . .  , T~]. This is not  
the known setting, since P is not a field, but this can be solved using the "generalized 
Lazard  algor i thm" in 3.2. 
Let F = Z ~' with any homogeneous ordering < r. Let Fr: A ~A be defined by 
Fr( f (Xi ,  Ti)) = [minimum (w.r.t. < r) monomial in the T;'s occurring in f ]  and Vr: A ~ F 
be def ined by vr(f(X~, 7,.)) = - log  Fr( f ) .  
In this way A is a F-graded ring and Ar = (A, F, Vr, A, Fr) is a s.g.s. Furthermore 
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sr =(At ,  ~I~, c~) is a s.d.s., where c~: 77'~'~2_ e sends (n~ . . . . .  n,) to n~ +. . .+n , .  With 
obvious notations or = (,3r, ~ ,  c~) ~ ~.  
REMARK 3.3.2. The procedure of  theorem 3.2.9, giving a standard set of ~r,  starting 
f rom any system o f  generators of  J, can be here applied. In fact both the requirements 
(ker e) n F~ = (0) and F~ .N< 0 hold. 
At this point, we have just to show that a standard set of 3 r  is a standard set o f  ~z. 
After  this all the procedure is completed and constructive. In fact we get a standard set 
{m~ . . . . .  rap} of  ~z and we can compute /77/1 . . . . .  /'Y/p in P, by substituting the T/s with 
the g/s ,  getting an / - s tandard  base of  K. Let us finally remark that, in a general double 
structure (~r, ~z, ~), it is not  true that a standard set of .~r is a standard set of  ~z, unless 
,~r is a Krull structure. This is not our case; however the particularity of our situation 
allows us to prove the result. 
THEOP, EM 3.3.3. Let P be a commutative ring, A = P[T  1 . . . .  , Zs] , J be an ideal of  A, 
9Jl = (TI . . . . .  T~.), F = ~'~ with a homogeneous ordering and ~r ~- (J, F, Vr, Fr( J ) ,  Fr), 
3~ = (J, 77, ve = - -v~,  Fz(J) ,  Fz = in,z) be as above. I f{yl . . . . .  y~} is a standard set of~r,  
then it is a standard set of ,~z. 
PROOF. Let y~J .  By assumption Fr(y)=~,ia~Fr(yi), where a~=Fr(a~):/:O are F- 
homogeneous and vr(y) =Vr(ae) +vr(y i ) .  Therefore vr(y) = vr(~iaiy~). Let y" = 
y -~a~y~;  obviously vg(y)=vg(a~)+v~(y~)=vz(~,,a.2,'g). If y'=O,  then Fz (y )= 
~i Fz(ai)Fg(Y~) and we are done. I f y ' r  O, then vr (y ' )<  vr(y), so vz(y')<<, v~(y), Then 
either vz (y ' )<vz(y )  and we are done, or vz(y ' )=vz(y) .  In this case Fz (y )= 
~i Fg(al)F~(y~) + Fz(y'  ). Since y' s J ,  we can repeat the procedure of y' and write y" = 
/2 s y' -- ~ bye. I f  y"  = 0 or vz(y") < z(Y ), then Fz(Y') = ~ Fz(b~)Fz(yi), so we can stop. 
Otherwise we get an y"  and so on. Therefore we construct a sequence y', y", y ' . . ,  of 
elements of  J such that vr (y ' )> vr (y" )>""  and vz (y ' )=  vz(y" )= ' "  ". So we have 
a set V = {?, 7', ? " , . . .}  ~ F~ with c~(7) = ~(7') = c@") ="  9 .. For  every n e ~, 
c~ - ~(n) ~ F~ = {solutions in - N ' of  the equation Xi +'  9 9 + X~. = n} is a finite set, so 
V must be finite and the procedure stops. 
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